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DELA 87010 
Programming Adapter 
Overview

The DELA programming adapter allows you to program the 27256 type EPROMs with an 
eprom program that can program 27128 type EPROMs.


Additionally you can use the programming adapter with 2532 EPROMs and the Commodore 
ROMs.


The programming voltage can be lowered to 12.5V, so you can burn all 12.5V types of the 
27xxx series.


How to use the programming adapter

The adapter is placed on the base of the Eprommer. The sliding switch on the board must point 
towards the clamping lever of the textool (ZIF) socket of your Eprommer, that is, towards the 
notch of the socket.


The following example shows how to program a 27256 with the DELA Eprommer I:


A 27256 Eprom is burned with the Eprommer in two 16K blocks. If you want to burn a 32K 
binary you need to load the version of the control software marked as $C… on the disk. If this 
is not available to you, you must divide the binary into two 16K blocks with a ML monitor. Each 
block will be separately loaded into the memory area $1000—$4FFF.


After preparing the binary as described above, set the DIP switches of the adapter to 27256. 
Set the slide switch to the correct position and set DIP switch 1 to ON. Set DIP switch 2 to ON 
if you have a 27256 with VPP = 12.5V. For a 21V type, DIP switch 2 must be OFF. Leave the 
remaining switches in their normal positions. (See table on page 3.)


Then load your data via the ML monitor. The first 16K block should be loaded into memory at 
$1000—$4FFF. Start the prommer software and insert the Eprom you want to program. When 
entering the Eprom type, specify 27128. As a start memory address, enter $1000. The first 16K 
of the Eprom can now be programmed. This process proceeds as usual. After programming is 
complete, set DIP switch 1 to OFF. This selects the second 16K block of the EPROM. If you 
now perform an empty test, it should report that the EPROM is empty.


If you have divided the binary into two parts, now load the second part and repeat the 
programming process. If you’re using the one-piece data software, you must now enter $5000 
as the starting memory address. Otherwise, the procedure is as previously described. 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The programming adapter as a kit

When assembling the kit, follow these instructions. The components will be on the side of the 
board with the DELA label and the board number.


First, solder the DIL plug onto the board. This plug is inserted from below and soldered on the 
label side. Make sure that the plug is soldered into the correct contact row and not in the place 
provided for the Eprom socket. If your eprommer has a textool (ZIF) socket, you need to solder 
the thin pins of the plug into the board. In a normal socket, the thicker pins are soldered. The 
pins of the plug must be handled very carefully, as they can break easily. Once pin is bent it is 
usually very difficult to bend it straight again.


After this procedure, place the remaining components on the component side (label side) of the 
board and solder them on the underside. Since all holes are plated through, you only need to 
solder on the underside of the PCB. When soldering the Eprom socket, if you do not come to 
the solder joints you must carefully remove the plastic webs of the DIL connector with a side 
cutter. Removing the webs is also possible with a very sharp knife.


Kit parts list: 

• Circuit board

• DIL plug 28 pin

• IC socket 28 pin

• Zener diode 12V

• Slide switche

• DIP switch (10 switch block)

• Resistor 10K

• Resistor 300 ohms 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Other uses for the adapter

Reading Commodore ROMs and 2564 Eproms: 

To read out the data from a C64 ROM, for example, you must set the DIP switches to work with 
2564 Eproms. The ROM must be flush left in the socket with the notch pointing to the right. 
Insert the ROM with the adapter in the eprommer and enter that you want to read a 27128 to 
address $1000. The ROM data will be in the addresses $3000—$4FFF after reading out.


Follow the same procedure to read a 2564 Eprom. However, with some types, only 4K can be 
read. In order to avoid this, pin 2 of the Eprom must be bent out so that it does not get in 
contact with the socket.


Programming 2532 Eproms: 

To program 2532 eproms, the DIP switches must be switched to work with 2532 Eproms. The 
Eprom is placed flush left with the notch to the right in the socket. Programming is otherwise 
done the same as with 2732 Eproms.


Programming 27xxx with 12.5V programming voltage: 

As more and more manufacturers only supply the A-types of the 2764 and 27128, this feature 
has become very important. For programming these, set the DIP switches to the normal 
position and additionally switch the slide switch to the left position. So you have the usual 
function for programming, except that the programming voltage is reduced to 12.5V.


Function of the DIP switches


SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 SW5 SW6 SW7 SW8 SW9 SW10

Normal Position OFF ON ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF

2532 Eproms OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON ON OFF

2564 Eproms 
CBM Roms OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON
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